


The moment 
a child is born, 

a father 
is also born
From a quote of Osho Rajneesh
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A dream come true.
NY24 is the combination of intense research 
based on a love for the sea, boundless passion 
for Italian style and the desire to create 
a boat that is a work of art.
NY24 is a beautiful day cruiser with a sporty 
personality, ideal for spending a day – or a 
weekend – at sea with family or friends in total 
relaxation and security.
NY24 is the ideal craft to dock in front 
of a villa but also perfect as chic tender for 
superyachts.

DREAM
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Alessio Battistini and Davide Bernardini 
of ideaeITALIA designed the NY24 by 
collaborating with Nerea’s accomplished 
technical team.
The veteran Italian designers gave the boat 
a distinctive, elegant exterior, along with 
a sophisticated but comfortable interior, and 
many high-tech touches of modern yachts.
Uncompromising beauty and performance:
NY24 is a design that leaves no rooms 
for doubt.

DESIGN
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Unique design, high-end quality, latest 
construction technologies: every Nerea yacht 
is made-to-measure, to stand the tests of time 
and of sea, to gift the most demanding 
yachtsmen with strong emotions.
NY24 blends refinement, versatility, harmony 
of shapes, colours, richness of materials and 
technology, a synthesis that offers unrivalled
exclusivity.

UNIQUE
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The heart of the boat is definitely 
the living area in the central cockpit, 
with a fine convertible dinette where, 
lowering the table, this space turns into 
an inviting, extended sunbathing area. 
The cockpit can be equipped with two 
drawer refrigerators, a concealed sink 
and a stove for entertaining.
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Thanks to a careful study of the NY24’s 
proportions, the designers were able
to create generous interior spaces that feel 
exceptionally spacious, in less than 8 meters.
The cabin has a large settee, which converts 
into a double berth, a small head, and 
plenty of natural light. 
Two long windows along the sides, an 
overhead hatch and double sliding doors 
provide a sense of outdoors, while entry is easy 
from the cockpit. The welcoming environment 
is ideal for either day use, or overnight stays.

HEART
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Nerea Yacht is the invention of Dario Messina, 
who founded the company to create a new 
type of yachting experience.
Having moved from Sicily to the Marche region 
as a youth, Dario grew up around the 
boatbuilding industry.
For 20 years, he worked for other yacht 
builders before pursuing his dream to build 
a new class of small yachts.
His goal is to distinguish his boats with beauty, 
passion, performance, seaworthiness and 
attention to the smallest details.

CREATION
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 GT
A timeless design. The NY24’s clean 
lines, onboard comfort and superior 
performance make the boat the top 
choice of its class.

 DELUXE 
The finest and richest solutions are 
available on this version, to make 
sure your experience onboard is 
unforgettable: the only limit is your 
imagination.

 LIMO
This fully customizable tender layout 
is designed to satisfy the most 
demanding superyacht owners.
Thanks to her height, which has 
been kept low, she can easily enter 
any tender garage.

One model offering unlimited solutions. 
Our boats are tailor-made to meet 
the specific needs of our owners. 
We make sure that every detail 

is selected with care, so that each boat 
best expresses every customer’s 

personality.
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FINEST 
AND 
RICHEST

Give free expression to your imagination: customize your craft 
down to the smallest detail, with no limits, so your NY24 Deluxe 
delivers a cruising experience like no other.

 DELUXE GT This unique design features a seamless continuity between the hull and deck. 
With its sporty, dynamic soul, the NY24 Gran Turismo is the perfect choice 
for yacht owners who want a strong, emotional statement on the water.

TIMELESS 
DESIGN
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MAIN TECHNICAL DATA

GT

DELUXE

LIMO

(LOA) Overall length

(Lwl) Waterline length

Maximum beam

Depth under propellers

Displacement unladen

Height (above the waterline)

Maximum capacity

Navigation category

Certification Modules

(LOA) Overall length

(Lwl) Waterline length

Maximum beam

Depth under propellers

Displacement unladen

Height (above the waterline)

Maximum capacity

Navigation category

Certification Modules

(LOA) Overall length

(Lwl) Waterline length

Maximum beam

Depth under propellers

Displacement unladen

Height (above the waterline)

Seating capacity

Navigation category

Motorization

Maximum speed

Cruising speed

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Hull type

Builder 

Designer

Motorization

Maximum speed

Cruising speed

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Hull type

Builder 

Designer

Motorization

Maximum speed

Cruising speed

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Hull type

Builder 

Designer

7,35 mt

5,70 mt

2,50 mt

0,54 mt

2,8 tons

1,41 mt

6 people (Cat. B) / 8 people (Cat. C)

CE Cat. B

B+C (ENAVE s.r.l.)

7,35 mt

5,75 mt

2,50 mt

0,58 mt

3 tons

1,37 mt

6 people (Cat. B) / 8 people (Cat. C)

CE Cat. B

B+C (ENAVE s.r.l.)

7,35 mt

5,65 mt

2,50 mt

0,49 mt

2,2 tons

1,31 mt

8/12 people

CE Cat. B

DISCLAIMER This brochure does not certify any feature or number. The technical data and performance figures, drawings and graphic reproductions are intended only to be indicative of a 
standard model. Technical and descriptive references refer only to the features of the yacht purchased. Consequently, any binding information will be specified only and exclusively by the 
seller in the sales contract and specific manual.

1 x Volvo Penta D4 230hp + Aquamatic DPS sterndrive

32 kn

26 kn

250 lt

60 lt

Special “V” planing hull – 18,5° deadrise (with lateral stabilizers)

NEREA YACHT

ideaeITALIA

1 x Volvo Penta D4 270hp + Aquamatic DP-H sterndrive

35 kn

28 kn

250 lt

60 lt

Special “V” planing hull – 18,5° deadrise (with lateral stabilizers)

NEREA YACHT

ideaeITALIA

1 x Volvo Penta D4 230hp + Aquamatic DPS sterndrive

32 kn

26 kn

250 lt

60 lt

Special “V” planing hull – 18,5° deadrise (with lateral stabilizers)

NEREA YACHT

ideaeITALIA

 LIMO The NY24 Limo is designed for yacht owners who want the same levels 
of quality and luxury in a tender as their superyachts. Its strong 
personality and even stronger performing hull make it the ultimate craft 
to carry guests from the mothership to empty beaches or bustling ports.

TENDER 
LAYOUT
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Protection from the sun is granted 
by a practical bimini which extends 
over the entire living area. 
When not in use, you can replace it 
in a dedicated locker and the four 
carbon poles find space inside two 
pockets created in the hull, easily 
accessible from the cockpit.

Live your dream wherever you wish, 
trail your Nerea with you! 
Start your holidays carrying NY24 on 
a road trailer from your garage to 
the waters you prefer.

Haulage and launch are easier than 
ever thanks to the hull lifting system 
with three belts and stainless steel 
shackles fitted onboard.

Nothing is left to chance on NY24: 
in the bow, the stemhead roller with 
automatic anchor launch and retrieve 
system is activated from the 
dashboard to make the operation 
simple and safe.

Every single detail onboard the NY24 
makes sure you enjoy your boating
experience at most.

With an eye towards ecological 
issues, an innovative material, called 
Oltremateria, has been chosen for the 
boat finishings. Water-based, fire-proof, 
breathable, frost-proof, resistant, 
flexible, recyclable, free from cements, 
epoxy resins and therefore in complete 
respect for the environment.

OLTREMATERIA

ANCHOR





via Mura Malatestiane 1/A – 61032 Fano (PU) – Italy
info@nereayacht.com – www.nereayacht.com




